Comparative Assessment of the Effect of Hyper-glycosylation on the Pattern and Kinetics of Degradation of Darbepoetin Alfa using a Stability-Indicating Orthogonal Testing Protocol.
Darbepoetin alfa (DA); hyper-glycosylated Erythropoietin alfa (EPO) is an essential treatment of anemia in patients with chronic kidney failure and cancer. In this study, DA and EPO were subjected to physicochemical stress factors that might be encountered during production, transport and storage (pH, temperature, agitation, repeated freeze-thaw and oxidation). An orthogonal stability-indicating assay protocol comprised of SE-HPLC, RP-HPLC, ELISA and SDS-PAGE was developed and validated to investigate the effect of further glycosylation of DA on the pattern and kinetics of degradation. Results showed a relatively higher stability and lower tendency to form high molecular weight aggregates in the case of DA when compared to EPO, under equivalent stress conditions. Dimers and aggregates were formed for both drugs across the whole pH range and following incubation at temperatures higher than 2-8°C or repeated freeze/thaw. The same observation was noted upon agitation of standard samples prepared in the formulation buffers at high speed and upon oxidation with hydrogen peroxide. The agreement between SE-HPLC, supported with spectral purity data and ELISA confirmed the specificity of both techniques for the intact drugs. Results of RP-HPLC and SDS-PAGE indicated that dimerization occurred through disulfide and bi-tyrosine covalent bonds in the case of pH and oxidation, respectively. It was evident that aggregation was significantly suppressed upon increasing the glycan size and under any of the studied stress factors loss of the glycan has not been observed. These observations supported with the slow kinetics of degradation confirmed the superiority of glyco-engineering over chemical pegylation to enhance the stability of EPO. Formation of such potentially immunogenic product-related impurities at all tested stress factors confirmed the need for orthogonal testing protocols to investigate the complex pattern of degradation of such sensitive products.